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Abstract
We express the Pontryagin index in Polyakov gauge completely in terms of magneti-
cally charged gauge xing defects, namely magnetic monopoles, lines, and domain walls.
Open lines and domain walls are topologically equivalent to monopoles, which are the gen-
uine defects. The emergence of non-genuine magnetically charged closed domain walls can
be avoided by choosing the temporal gauge eld smoothly. The Pontryagin index is then
exclusively determined by the magnetic monopoles.
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1 Introduction
Recent lattice calculations [1] give evidence that connement is realized as a dual Meissner
eect, at least in the so-called Abelian gauges [2]. In these gauges magnetic monopoles arise as
obstructions to xing the coset G=H of the gauge group G, where H is the Cartan subgroup
which is left invariant. Lattice calculations indicate that these monopoles are in fact condensed
[3], a necessary condition for the QCD vacuum forming a dual superconductor.
Magnetic monopoles are long ranged elds and should hence contribute to the topological
properties of gauge elds. Furthermore topologically non-trivial eld congurations can explain
spontaneous breaking of chiral symmetry [4]. It is therefore interesting to clarify to which extent
magnetic monopoles contribute to the topology of gauge elds.
Previously it was shown by one of us that in the Polyakov gauge,











= diag ; (1)
which is a particular Abelian gauge, magnetic monopoles completely account for the non-trivial
topology of Yang-Mills elds. To be specic, consider a pure Yang-Mills theory with colour group
SU(2). In Polyakov gauge the magnetic monopoles arise at those points in three-space where
the Polyakov loop 







i.e. a centre element for SU(2). Here n
i
is an integer. Furthermore, in order for the Pontryagin
index to be well dened and the action nite, the gauge elds have to become asymptotically
a pure gauge, which in turn implies that the Polyakov loop approaches an angle independent



























is an integer which can
be interpreted as the invariant length traced out by the Dirac string in group space.
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which hosts a magnetic monopole due to the b.c. (2). Furthermore on a compact manifold the





= 0. Given this setting, the expression









where the summation is now over all magnetic monopoles including the one at the innitely
distant point.
Subsequently the same problem has been treated in a somewhat dierent fashion in references









where the summation is performed over the charges m
i
of magnetic monopoles corresponding to
the irregular element 
 =  1 while in eq. (5) the summation is over all monopoles. In addition
1
the invariant length of the Dirac string enters only in eq. (5). Formally eq. (6) results from





In the present paper we will summarize the result of a thorough investigation of the topo-
logical charge in the presence of gauge xing defects. In particular we will show that eq. (5)
is more general than eq. (6). While the latter formula gives the correct winding number only
in the absence of domain walls, eq. (5) includes already the eect of non-genuine domain walls,
which arise when ln
 is restricted to rst Weyl alcove.
1
2 Abelian Gauge Fixing
The starting point of the (canonical) quantization of Yang-Mills theory is the Weyl-gauge [8]
A
0
= 0 : (7)
It is generally assumed that in this gauge the dynamical elds, i.e. the spatial eld components
A
i=1;2;3
(x) are smooth functions of space-time. The quantity of interest is the gauge invariant
















= 0;A]) : (8)
Gauge invariance requires here the spatial gauge elds to satisfy the twisted boundary condition















is the gauge transformed eld, and further requires to integrate
over all gauge functions 
(x) with the invariant (Haar) measure . Like the dynamical elds
A
i=1;2;3
(x), the gauge rotation 
(x) can be assumed to be smooth.























whereM is the space-time manifold which we choose to beM = [0; ]M with the spatial three-









In the Weyl gauge and with the twisted boundary condition (9) the Pontryagin index is given

















= 0;A] = n[
] : (12)
Note that this number enters with the vacuum angle  in the partition function (8).
For many purposes the twisted boundary conditions are inconvenient and it is useful to
convert them to periodic ones,
A(t = ;x) = A(t = 0;x) ; (13)
1
A Weyl alcove is a fundamental domain in the Cartan algebra with respect to the extended Weyl group,
i.e. any of the discrete symmetries (displacements or Weyl symmetries) leads out of the alcove. For G = SU(2) as
an example, the Cartan group is fe
i
3
g, the displacements are ! +2m and the Weyl symmetry is !  
whence the Weyl alcove is found to be  2 [0; ].
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= 0 ; (16)
one arrives at the Polyakov gauge by a time-independent gauge transformation V (x) diagonal-
izing 






(x)  !(x)  V (x)
V
 ! !(x) (17)
where ! and V live in the Cartan subgroup H  G and in the coset G=H, respectively. The
coset element V 2 G=H which diagonalizes 
 2 G is obviously dened only up to an element of
the normalizer N(H) of H in G,
V ! g  V ; g 2 N(H) : (18)
The normalizer N(H) is related to the Cartan subgroup H by N(H) = W  H where W
denotes the Weyl group. For the gauge group G = SU(N) the Weyl group W is isomorphic
to the permutation group S
N
. In fact, the Weyl transformations w 2 W permute the diagonal
elements of ! and are not part of the Cartan subgroup.
Topological obstructions to implementing the Polyakov gauge occur, and these are of three
dierent types:
1. The gauge function 
(x) may take values corresponding to irregular elements of the gauge
group in which two eigenvalues coincide and the diagonalization, i.e. the coset element
V 2 G=H, is not well dened.
2
In this case we have local gauge xing defects, which







2. In the diagonalization 
 = V
 1
!V the elements ! and V may not be globally dened
and smooth on M even if 
(x) is smooth and everywhere regular. The point is that the
compactication imposes certain boundary conditions on 
(x), and ! or V may fail to
obey these conditions.
3. Functions of matrices like 
(x) are generally dened by the spectral theorem, i.e. even if
diagonalization problems on M are absent, f(
) can only be smooth if the function f is
holomorphic on the spectrum of 
(x). For the fractional power in eq. (14) or the logarithm
in eq. (15) this may be impossible due to the branch cut of the logarithm in the complex
plane.
The second type of obstructions has been discussed in ref. [11] and we will not consider it here.
Furthermore we will see below that the third type of obstruction is automatically resolved by
a proper treatment of the defects arising in item one, and hence we will concentrate in the
following on the investigation of the local gauge xing defects. We will in particular show that
in the Polyakov gauge the Pontryagin index arises entirely from these gauge defects.
Note that the gauge potentials in both the gauge (16) and the Polyakov gauge (17) fulll the




For the gauge group G = SU(2) the irregular elements coincide with the centre elements 1.
3
It is then easy to see that the Pontryagin index arises exclusively from the defects. As is well
known, the integrand in the Pontryagin index is a total derivative for non-singular gauge elds,























K = 0 : (21)
The crucial observation is here that the gauge xing defects for which the coset element V 2 G=H
is ill-dened give rise to singular connections A
V
in Polyakov gauge (cf. eq. (17)), so that at the
gauge defects equation (19) does not apply.
A similar conclusion may be drawn from the results of ref. [5] where it was shown that the
Pontryagin index, which is trivially invariant under small gauge rotations, also does not change











In the Polyakov gauge, however, the gauge function 




] + n[!] + n[V ] = n[!] = 0
unless the coset transformation V (x) is singular somewhere on the spatial manifold M. Again
we conclude that the winding number of 
 and thus the Pontryagin index in Polyakov gauge
arises exclusively from the defects.
3 Gauge Fixing Defects
A group element is called irregular when two of its eigenvalues are degenerate. For irregular

(x) we can always consider the two degenerate eigenvalues of 
(x) to belong to an SU(2)
subgroup of the full gauge group G = SU(N). Therefore it suces to consider the gauge group
SU(2) where the irregular elements are given by the centre elements 
 = 1. We dene an
individual defect D
i
, as usual, as a connected set of points for which the smooth mapping 
(x)
takes on an irregular element,
D
i
= fx 2 M ; 




(x) is time-independent, all defects are static and it suces to investigate the three-















) 6= ;: Closed domain walls
Open line and wall defects are topologically equivalent to isolated point defects. Similarly,
three-dimensional defects give merely rise to additional internal boundaries of M where the
gauge function 
(x) takes an irregular element. The volume of the three-dimensional defects
4
(a) (b)
Figure 1: Wrapping of some generic diagonalisation defects. (a) Point defects and open or closed
line defects, (b) wrapping of these defects by closed surfaces with innitesimal volume .
does not contribute to the winding number, since 
(x) is a constant 1 there. Such volume
defects can therefore be treated analogously to the point defects and will not be considered here.
To proceed further we wrap the defects by closed surfaces which are innitesimally close to
the defects, see g. 1. The defect D
i
together with its wrapping is denoted by D

i
. We then cut











where each defect gives rise to an internal surface enclosing the defect, see g. 1. We will assume
that the punctured space M

admits a covering fX





















such that on each (topologically trivial) patch X














. The triangulation (25) implies that, according to (26), the
closed oriented patches X

intersect precisely on their boundaries. Note that the patches X

are











In the presence of closed domain walls the manifold M

















ln!(x) can be chosen smoothly, but some care has to be taken when extending
!(x) and ln!(x) over dierent domains M
a
.
To see this, recall that 






















so that the diagonal maps !






























From eq. (29) we infer that h

takes values in the normalizerN =WH of the Cartan subgroup




coincide up to a Weyl transformation. Since
our color group is simply connected, 
1
(SU(N)) = ;, the picture P  H of a Weyl alcove under
the exponential map represents a fundamental domain for the Cartan group, i.e. any Weyl







smoothly on the overlap of two patches. Furthermore, since the branch cut of the logarithm is
situated at the defects, which are excluded from our manifold M

, and since the subset P  H






On the other hand, there are no overlapping patches between dierent domainsM
a
(disconnected
by closed domain walls), and eqs. (32) and (33) do no longer hold necessarily. In fact, there is
an ambiguity in the choice of fundamental subsets P  H for the diagonalization in the various
connected regions M
a




at innitesimally close points on

















; k 2 Z :
4 The Winding Number Expressed by Defects
The integrand in the winding number n[



















































can have a common border with another patch X




























































Note that this equation denes an orientation for the intersection operator of the (oriented) patches.
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Turning to the second integral in (38) we observe that the last term in eq. (35) does not con-









=  6 d tr (A

ln!) + 6 tr (dA

ln!) : (42)








































) analoguously to eq. (41) and taking care of the proper orien-














































) ln!) : (45)
Using eq. (30) this term is seen to cancel eq. (40) so that the winding number (38) receives a






























On a defect D
i
, 






































The relative sign in the last integral is again due to the opposite orientation of the common boundary, as seen
from the adjacent patches.
7
is the magnetic ux through the wrapping surface of the defect
5
and hence represents the






























































This is precisely the result derived in ref. [5] for a compact spatial manifold M. Let us stress
that, as the above derivation reveals, all defects with n
i
6= 0 carrying non-zero magnetic charge
m
i
6= 0 contribute to the topological charge.
Since a shift of ln! by 2i leads to the same !(x), we have a freedom in the choice of
 =  i ln!. Choosing  smooth at the defect where ! = 1 will in general lead  outside
the rst Weyl alcove. As we will illustrate below in this case closed domain walls will carry no
magnetic charge and hence do not contribute to the winding number.
Alternatively we can restrict  to the rst Weyl alcove  2 [0; ]. Then at the defect the
integer dened in equation (47) is restricted to n
i










i.e. only the defects with 
 =  1 contribute. Restricting  to the rst Weyl alcove  2 [0; ]
implies that  is continuous but not necessarily smooth at the defect, see g. 3. In this case
closed domain walls with ! =  1 now carry twice the magnetic charge of a monopole and hence
contribute to n[
] as will be illustrated below.
Thus in the generic case where only magnetic monopoles and domain walls are present,

















We observe that for the smooth parameterization the magnetic monopoles fully account for
the topological charge (50), while there is an extra contribution in eq. (52) due to magnetically
charged domain walls. In refs. [6, 7] this domain wall contribution to n[
] was not included
although  =  i ln! was restricted to rst Weyl alcove.
5 Hedgehog Field as Generic Example
Let us nally illustrate our result for the two dierent methods eqs. (50) and (51) by means of a





! SU(2) with non-vanishing winding
number is provided by the well-known hedgehog conguration,

(x) = exp (i(r) 
^
x) = 1  cos(r) + i
^
x  sin(r) ; r  jxj : (53)
For this map to be smooth, we have to avoid the singularity at the origin where
^
x is ill-dened,
sin(0) = 0 () (0) = n
0
  ; n
0
2 Z : (54)
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Note that the normal vector on the wrapping surface around the defect D

i
points out of the punctured space
M






is oriented opposite to @D

i
(cf. eq. (37)), so that



















Defect structure of 
. (b) Prole (r) (ln! =  i
3
) as a function of r = jxj. The Weyl alcove
is changed between the defects, such that (r) becomes globally smooth.







(x) be angle-independent as r =
jxj ! 1, i.e. the
^
x-dependent part of 
 must vanish as r !1, whence
sin(1) = 0 () (1) = n
1
  ; n
1
2 Z : (55)
The winding number of such a hedgehog map is determined by the dierence of the two integers





. For deniteness we choose
n
0




As expected, there is a continuous diagonalisation of this map,
!(x) = !(r) = exp (i~(r)
3
) (57)
where the prole ~ reects our choice of Weyl alcoves in the connected regions separated by the
domain walls. There are two basically dierent choices:
1. Choose the alcoves in every connected region such that ~(r) is globally smooth, i.e. ~(r) =
(r), see g. 2.
2. Exploit the arbitrariness  !  + 2 and the Weyl symmetry  !   to x the Weyl





, i.e. ~(r) is the prole obtained from the
original (r) by reections at the boundary of the alcove, see g. 3. While both !(x) and
ln!(x) are still continuous, they fail to be smooth across the domain walls.
Note that we may enclose both the monopoles and the domain walls by simple 2-spheres S
2




. We may cover





by just two coordinate patches X

, so that
their intersections with the wrapping sphere S
2
yield the northern (S
2
+








In the case of a smooth choice of (r) (see g. 2), the hedgehog 
 can be diagonalized by
the same set of coset lifts V
















where the transition function
h














































































Defect structure of 
. (b) Prole ~(r) (ln! =  i~
3
) as a function of r = jxj. The Weyl alcove
is rigidly xed to ~ 2 [0; ] such that ~(r) is reected at the alcove boundary, i.e. the prole is
continuous, but not smooth.



















. The magnetic eld is always directed radially outwards (pointing





































d' = 1 :















is aligned with the magnetic eld whence the defect has charge (+1). On the other hand, a
wrapping surface closer to the origin than the defect is given a charge ( 1) (see also g. 4).
Thus, for a smooth choice of prole (r) (see gs. 2 and 4 (left)), the magnetic charges of the
two surfaces S
2
wrapping the domain wall cancel and there is no net (intrinsic) magnetic charge
on the domain walls. Hence the magnetic eld goes smoothly through the domain wall without
noticing its existence. Thus for a smooth choice of (r) the domain walls do not contribute to
the Pontryagin index. The Pontryagin index is entirely determined by the two monopoles at
r = 0 and r = 1. In fact since (0) = 0, only the monopole at innity contributes. From
(1) = n[
] and the magnetic charge m
1
=  1 of this monopole, eq. (50) yields the correct
winding number.
Consider now the alternative case of a xed assignment of alcoves as in g. 3. In order
to reect ~(r) in the alcove [0; ], we need to combine the coset lift V

from the smooth case
above with a Weyl ip in the transition functions h

. This in turn leads to a change in the
orientation of the magnetic eld inside the shaded region of g. 3: In this domain, the eld is
directed radially inwards, i.e. towards the origin, while we have the usual (outward) orientation
in the remaining space. The orientation of the wrapping surfaces is still determined by a normal
vector pointing towards the defect. Taking the specic example n = 3 for simplicity (see gure
4 (right)), we encounter the following defects:
 The monopole in the origin is a (+1)-defect and does not contribute to n[
].
 The rst domain wall has two wrapping surfaces. The inner one is directed outwards
(towards the domain wall) and this coincides with the orientation of the magnetic eld.
From the rules explained above, it is assigned a charge m
 













Figure 4: The n = 3 hedgehog mapping with continuous prole (left) and restricted prole
(right). Solid circles represent domain wall defects, dashed circles represent the wrapping sur-
faces and the dot in the origin symbolises the magnetic monopole. The numbers in the boxes
denote the magnetic charge of the respective wrapping, which is determined from the relative
orientation of the surface (not indicated for clearity) and the magnetic eld (the radial arrows).
surface is directed inwards (towards the defect) and this also coincides with the ipped
orientation of the magnetic eld in the shaded region. It thus also carries a charge m
+
=
 1. Altogether, the rst domain wall hence carries a total magnetic charge m =  2.
 The next domain wall is a (+1)-defect and again does not contribute. However, it carries
magnetic charge +2 and ips the magnetic eld back to pointing outwards.
 The monopole at innity is a 
 =  1 defect and has charge ( 1) since the magnetic eld
has again its standard orientation pointing to innity.
With these observations, our formula (52) gives the correct result
n[
] =   [( 2) + ( 1)] = +3 :
It should be noted that the similar analysis of refs. [6, 7], did not take domains walls into account,
and thus erroneously predicts n[
] = 1 for the presently considered example.
6 Summary and Conclusions
We have investigated the topological charge of Yang-Mills elds in Polyakov gauge. Our main
results are given by eqs. (50) and (51) and can be summarized as follows: If the temporal gauge
eld A
0
(x) is chosen smoothly as in [5], the Pontryagin index of a generic eld conguration is
entirely given by magnetic monopoles. On the other hand, if  = A
0
is restricted to the rst
Weyl alcove, in addition magnetic charges for the closed domain walls arise which also contribute
to the Pontryagin index, see eq. (52).
Other, open, magnetically charged defects, like open domain walls or lines, are topologically
equivalent to magnetic monopoles and can be treated in the same way.
Although these results have been obtained in Polyakov gauge, we believe that they are generic
for all Abelian gauges. In fact, recent lattice calculations performed in the maximum Abelian
gauge [12] show also clear correlations between the (topological charge of the) instantons and
magnetic monopoles.
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